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PEARS Monthly Meeting 
 

All meetings have been suspended  
until further notice due to COVID-19 

Please consult the PEARS website for updates 
 

DIARY OF EVENTS 

 1 January 
Start of the ARRL International Grid 

Chase and the 2021 CQ Marathon 

15 – 17 January The PEARS National VHF/UHF Contest 

20 January SARL 80m Wednesday Club Sprint 

23 January SARL Summer QRP Contest 

23 – 24 January BARTG RTTY Sprint 

29 – 31 January CQWW 160m Contest CW 

 6 February SARL VHF/UHF QSO Party (FM) 

 7 February AWA CW Activity Day 

13 February World Radio Day 

13 – 14 February CQ WPX RTTY Contest 

13 – 14 February PACC Contest 

20 – 21 February ARRL International DX Contest CW 

27 February SARL 40m Grid Square Sprint 

 6 March SARL YL Sprint (Int. Women’s Day) 

 6 – 7 March ARRL International DX Contest SSB 

 7 March SARL Hamnet 40m Simulated Emergency Contest 

13 - 14 March SARL National Field Day 

13 - 14 March SARL VHF/UHF Analogue Contest 

17 March SARL Wednesday 80m Club Sprint 

20 – 21 March Russian DX Contest 

27 – 28 March CQ WPX SSB Contest 

 1 April SARL 80m QSO Party 

 3 April RaDAR Challenge 

10 April Autumn QRP Contest 

17 April ZS4SRK Balloon Contest 

18 April World Amateur Radio Day 

18 April ZS4 Sprint 

25 April Marconi Day 

27 April SARL 40m Grid Square Sprint 

 

All local events have been cancelled until further notice 
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From the Chair, by Gert ZS2GS 
 
Even after 10 months of the first lock down due to Covid-19, things have not improved and 
I cannot see it changing soon, so let’s be strong and ride out the storm. We must realize 
that Covid-19 not only played havoc with PEARS and amateur radio, it did and does so in 
everyone’s working, family and social lives. You are not alone in this. 
 
The festive days have come and gone and I hope that you and your families could spend 
some time together. I wish you all a prosperous 2021. 
 
It is with great sadness that I have to report that during 2020, two club members became 
silent keys, namely, ZS2PP Phil Hopper (6/05/2020) and ZS2DD Lionel Coombe-Davis 
(12/11/2020). Both were long standing members of PEARS. 
 
Most of the planned events that had been postponed have now been cancelled, namely 
the Transbaviaans, Herald Cycle, MBT and other races. So for those that enjoyed going out 
into the field and work at these events, it seems that we will have to wait for a long time 
before events get into full swing again. 
 
For safety reasons the PEARS committee also decided to cancel the general meeting / 
bring and braai that was scheduled for the 5th of December 2020. 
 
All is not doom and gloom. It is with great pleasure that I can announce that Theunis, 
ZS2EC, has won one award the SARL Newbie competition that was held on the 4th of July, 
2020 and he obtained a second place in the second leg of the Antique Wireless Association 
of South Africa QSO Party. Well done, Theunis! 
 
Thanks must also go out to Donovan, ZS2Dl, for yet again presenting a RAE course and six 
of the candidates passed. Well done, Don and thanks once again for your time and effort! 
And to the candidates who obtained their call signs, congratulations and welcome to the 
world of amateur radio and to the club. 
 
And talking about the club, Covid-19 has made sure that we cannot plan for any PEARS 
general or AGM meetings at this time. It’s just a matter of wait and see.  Although we 
cannot determine a date for the AGM yet, please think about who you want on the 
committee and who you think would be worthy recipients for the various PEARS trophies 
awards and certificates. 
 
By the time the next QSX is available we would have had the PEARS VHF / UHF 
competition. Dave ZS2D, Allan ZS2BO, Mike ZS2MIC and myself would have been up to 
Olifantskop to operate a field station from there using the club call sign. Many years ago 
Allan (Bundu Operator) and Terence, now ZS4VDL, operated from the spot we are going to 
and won the competition for a number of years. Let’s hope this group is going to be just as 
successful. 
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Covid-19 is also the reason I have nothing further to report, so please blame it, not me. 
Until next time then unfortunately no meeting. 
 
73, Gert 
 

From the QSX Editor, by Uli ZR2A 
 
Dear PEARS members, 
 
first of all apologies for a late edition but the time before Christmas was quite hectic and 
we did some travelling in South Africa during the summer break in order to see more of 
the country before we have to return to Germany in the middle of 2021. 
 
This one is a quarterly and not a bi-monthly edition of the PEARS QSX newsletter and I 
have been struggling to obtain contents for it. The Covid situation does not make things 
easier as there have been no social gatherings and few other events to report on. My 
sincere thanks go out to the few ‘usual suspects’ who have been helping with finding 
contributions for QSX but it has been increasingly difficult as most people are hunkering 
down and waiting it out hoping for some normality to come back at some point in time. 
 
I will leave the post of QSX editor after the next edition as we are moving back to Germany 
in late July and I will not be able to work on further QSX issues once the intense phase of 
our relocation starts in autumn. This time, I am contributing quite some contents but will 
not be able to do so in the next and final edition from my side. 
 
Plea #1: Please contribute to QSX 
The newsletter is entirely dependent on your input and so please consider whether your 
operating achievement, the new digital mode you just discovered, that new antenna you 
built, your technical project, your experience with setting up an efficient antenna or a 
piece of ham software, tips & tricks, your experience from organizing events, a profile of a 
fellow club member, that interesting article you found on the Internet, etc., could be 
something to be shared with others in QSX. 
 
Plea #2: Successor needed 
While I may not have made a very convincing point for someone to assume the task of 
QSX editor in my writing above, I think that PEARS should continue to have a newsletter. 
This can only work with a person actually taking over the duties of QSX editor. It is 
certainly an interesting job and I mean that in a positive way. The QSX editor is also part of 
the PEARS Committee so you get some insight into the club’s leadership and can influence 
the direction that the club is taking. Maybe you have fresh ideas for the newsletter and 
beyond and you manage to find new ways to motivate the other PEARS members to 
contribute to QSX. 
 
73, Uli ZR2A 
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Mountain Club helicopter exercises,  
by Jimmy ZS2JIM 

 
On the 23rd December, ten members of the 
Mountain Club Eastern Cape met at Falcon rock 
to do some helicopter training. Activities started 
around 07h30 with the arrival of a South African 
Air Force BK helicopter, together with two pilots 
and a flight engineer.  The BK is equipped with 
the necessary hoisting winch which would 
become an integral part of the day’s exercises. 
 
The members were divided into teams for the 
three exercises which would be performed: Trooping, hoisting and stretcher hoisting. Of 
the ten participants six are radio hams: ZS2FS (Francois), ZR2JEF (Jeff), ZR2CRS (Colin), 
ZR2YRF (Lars) ZS2G (Andrew) and 
ZS2NIL (Neill) who also acted as 
the stretcher patient. The 
members were thoroughly briefed 
by Francois, the Mountain Club 
instructor for the day, with 
additional comments from the 
pilots and the flight engineer 
regarding aspects unique to the 
BK helicopter. 
 
The trooping exercise involved 
how to embark and disembark 
from the aircraft. After a few dry 
runs it was time to start up and do 
this for real. The first team went through the embarking process and the aircraft took off 
and they disembarked somewhere on Lady Slipper. To make things interesting, the pilot 

did a one wheel hover on a rocky edge and 
the team disembarked. The rest of the 
teams went through the same exercise. 
 
Next was the hoisting exercise. Members 
were hoisted in pairs to simulate a 
Mountain Club member being hoisted with 
a rescued person. The last exercise, 
stretcher hoisting was probably the most 
challenging. One member was firmly 
strapped into the stretcher and the hoist 
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was lowered from the hovering BK. Two members ensured 
that the hoist was attached and one of the members 
attached themselves to accompany the stretcher up to the 
aircraft.  Two other members controlled a tagline from the 
stretcher to the ground. All under the watchful eye of the 
flight engineer controlling the winch and communicating 
with the pilot.  
 
These helicopter exercises are usually very short events as 
aircraft time is very limited. For this exercise the pilots had 
almost the whole day to fly and this required that 
additional fuel was brought in. They were also able to repeat the various exercises a few 
times to give everyone involved some good experience. 

 
At the final de briefing all agreed that it was an excellent activity, the Mountain Club 
members and the SAAF personnel learned a lot. 
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My road to Bologna 2022, by Uli ZR2A 
 
You may wonder what Bologna has to do with amateur radio, so here is the resolution 
right away - it will be home to the World Radiosport Team Championship (WRTC) in July of 
2022, the world championship of contesters held every four years since 1990. 
 
What is the WRTC? 
 
When competing in radio contests, one quickly 
notices the non-level playing field when it comes 
to geography and terrain massively influencing 
propagation. As an active HF operator in the Port 
Elizabeth area you realize quickly how much more 
difficult it is to make DX QSOs, especially on 15 
and 10m compared to stations in Gauteng or 
Limpopo, let alone Namibia or other places closer 
to the equator. Terrain may also influence your 
chances a lot - a mountain to the North typically deprives you of making QSOs with 
Europe, Asia or North America while a north-facing oceanfront QTH can boost your signals 
into the northern hemisphere by several dB. 
 
Station equipment plays an equal role in determining your success, so that you probably 
cannot compete with that low random wire antenna against the guy with a big tower and 
monoband beams. 
 
WRTC tries to eliminate these factors by hosting a radio contest from a specific region with 
identical antennas and power limits for each participant. This way, the skills of the 
operators are gauged and not their location or equipment. In Bologna 2022, more than 60 
teams of two operators who qualified from all over the world will compete against each 
other in an event which is held in the framework of the annual IARU HF World 
Championship contest 
(https://www.wrtc2022.it/). 
 
In the past eight WRTC events there 
have been three South Africans 
representing (southern) Africa at WRTC 
events: Bernie ZS4TX, Chris ZS6EZ -  
pictured here at the 2002 WRTC in 
Slovenia - and Jan ZS6NW (now N3NW). 
Bernie and Chris each participated three 
times in a WRTC as competitors (twice 
as a team). In addition to that, both 
served once as referees. 

https://www.wrtc2022.it/
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The teaser - CQWW 2018 
 
I did not intend to do much ham radio operating during my three-year work assignment in 
South Africa between August 2018 and July 2021. However, the annual CQWW CW 
Contest in late November has been a fixture throughout my contesting life which I only 
missed twice since obtaining my HF license in 1983. I have had my share of contest 
activities in the past 37 years, operating from my home country of Germany but also was 
fortunate to run the contest from Luxemburg, Tunisia, Morocco, USA and the Caribbean. I 
operated in many categories from Single Operator QRP to big Multi-Multi activities such as 
DR1A and K3LR. Having 
arrived in SA only a few 
months before CQWW 
2018, I was looking for a 
place to participate in the 
contest and thankfully, 
Andrew ZS2PA offered me 
to operate from his place. I 
was very pleased with the 
outcome: #1 Africa, new ZS 
and zone 38 records for  
Low Power Assisted and  
#7 worldwide. I realized that 
I could seriously compete 
from South Africa despite 
the lack of sunspots. 
 
The trigger - WRTC Qualification Rules 
 
With only 50 Team Leader spots for the entire globe, qualifying for such an event is a 
major undertaking. Beyond the 50 Team Leaders who qualify though the normal process, 
another 10 to 15 spots will go to selected youth teams, sponsored teams and one or two 
wildcards. The qualification period comprised of 24 contests (24h to 48h each) during 
2019 and 2020 of which the best 12 results would be counted in an elaborate scoring 
system for the qualification score. 
 

ARRL Int. DX CW February IARU HF Championship July 
ARRL Int. DX SSB March Worked All Europe CW August 

Russian DX Contest March All Asian DX SSB September 
CQ WPX SSB March Worked All Europe SSB September 

CQ WPX CW May CQ WW DX SSB October 

All Asian DX CW June CQ WW DX CW November 

Qualification contests for WRTC 2022 
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I had been selected as a referee in WRTC 2018 in Germany but I never seriously tried to 
qualify for any WRTC due to the lack of my own competitive station and the very strong 
competition for the two to three Team Leader spots in previous events. 
 

 
Competitors RW7K and UB7K with DM5EE (ZR2A) as their referee  

at WRTC 2018 in Germany (photo DM9EE) 
 
The organization of WRTC 2022 had been awarded to an Italian group in the Bologna 
region and they published qualification rules on December 31st, 2018. While there had 
only been one Team spot for all of Africa in WRTC 
2018, the Italians chose to offer three African 
spots - one for northern Africa (AF1: zones 33 and 
34 minus Sudan), one for the center (AF2: zones 
35 and 36 plus Sudan) and a third one for eastern 
and southern Africa including the African islands 
of the Indian Ocean (AF3: zones 37, 38 and 39). 
Not having to compete against North Africa with 
their unbeatable propagation meant that there 
would be a chance to obtain a Team Leader Spot. 
 
First contest successes 
 
The qualification phase started in February 2019 
with the ARRL DX CW Contest where ZS2PA again  
allowed me to use his station. Then, Donovan ZS2DL thankfully hosted me for ARRL DX SSB 
and WPX SSB contests. I missed the Russian DX Contest due to a business trip but 11 hours 
of load shedding during the 24 hours would have killed any serious effort from ZS anyway. 
The contests went well and the main competitors after the first four contests  were 
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FR4QT, V51YJ and ZS2NF. I got in touch with Bernie, ZS4TX who has a very good station in 
Bloemfontein. He allowed me to operate from his place remotely (CW only) which worked 
very well and was a real blessing, especially in 2020 during the Covid lockdown. 
 
A spanner in the works 
 
In September of 2019 things suddenly became more difficult. My main competitor FR4QT 
had submitted his WPX SSB log as Single OP Assisted (Cluster spots allowed) but three 
months after the claimed scores had been published, Mario wrote an email to the WPX 
Contest director N4TZ requesting to change his category to Unassisted claiming an error in 
his logging software setup. N4TZ granted this category change right away with no scrutiny 
which placed him now in my category. His higher score meant that the WPX Africa plaque 
now went to FR4QT and I lost a significant amount of qualification points to FR4QT. He 
also operated in the WAE SSB and All Asia SSB contests in September 2019 and won those 
easily due to his much better geographic location, so that another win in the following 
CQWW SSB Contest would have gotten him very close to me. 
 
V55A - the turning point 
 
While trying in vain to make some QSOs with Europe during the WAE SSB contest, I was 
called by Werner, V51JP and we chatted a bit. This QSO laid the foundation for my V55A 
activities in both CQWW contests 2019. Werner established the contact to Michael, V51Q 
who is the station custodian of V51SCOUT next to the Windhoek national airport. The 
station also has the contest callsign V55A.  
 
My first trip there for CQWW SSB 2019 was 
quite a challenge because I had been on a 
two week business trip to Germany and 
only left Europe on Thursday evening 
before the contest. I then flew to 
Windhoek via Johannesburg and arrived in 
Windhoek on Friday afternoon. V51Q had 
fallen seriously ill the day before my arrival 
and antenna work and technical challenges 
with the equipment on site caused me to 
get less than one hour of sleep before the 
start of the 48 hour contest at 2am local. 
Still, the contest went amazingly well. 
Despite being very tired, I was able to 
operate 42 of the 48 hours and I ended up 
making it to the top spot in Africa and to #5 
worldwide. This also kept FR4QT on La 
Réunion in check who posted less than a 
quarter of my score. 
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One month later, I finished the contesting year 2019 by operating CQWW CW from V55A 
again and extending the lead in our qualification region. 
 
Covid-19 
 
With the prospect of load shedding or other potential issues interfering with my quest I 
did not let the foot off the pedal and planned three more trips to V55A in March 2020 for 
ARRL DX SSB Contest, the Russian DX Contest and WPX SSB to seal the qualification. Which 
is when Covid-19 appeared on the African stage... 
 
While I could still fly to Namibia for the ARRL DX SSB Contest, the subsequent two trips 
had to be canceled. Luckily, I could operate the Russian DX Contest successfully in CW 
from ZS4TX's remote station but I had to skip WPX SSB due to Lockdown Level 5. 
Fortunately, the next four contests were Mixed or CW-only, so that further remote 
operations from Bernie’s station allowed me to finally pull away from the competition 
despite the strict lockdown. 
 
But the pandemic left its mark as I was unable to travel to Namibia again for CQWW 2020 
SSB (late October) and CW (late November) and neither found a competitive station in 
northern ZS that would host me. This eventually prevented me from staying in the Top 10 
global qualification list which is not very meaningful but would have been the icing on the 
cake. 
 
The outcome 
 
I participated in 21 of the 24 contests and won 14 of them in the AF3 region. Another 8 
went to FR4QT and the other two contests were won by V51YJ and 5Z4VJ. I ended up 
qualifying by quite a margin and am looking forward to represent South Africa in Bologna 
1.5 years from now.  
 
I was able to set new national records in several of the contests and a record for Zone 38 
in CQWW SSB, all with zero sunspots between early 2019 and late 2020. 
 
The Team Mate is chosen by the Team Leader and can come from anywhere in the world.  
I already made my choice for a Team Mate who will come from Germany, so that a joint 
preparation for the event is possible after my return to Europe in August 2021. The Italian 
organizers put in place stringent requirements for the Team Mate, so that nobody from ZS 
could have been selected as Team Mate anyway because of low qualification scores. 
 
The preliminary scores for our region AF3 can be found at 
https://www.wrtc2022.it/en/qualification-standings-
9.asp?AreaRanking=1&area=AF3#score . Some scores are not final yet and two contests 
(All Asia CW and SSB) are still missing in the results but all of this will have no effect on the 
ranking. 

https://www.wrtc2022.it/en/qualification-standings-9.asp?AreaRanking=1&area=AF3#score
https://www.wrtc2022.it/en/qualification-standings-9.asp?AreaRanking=1&area=AF3#score
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Progression of qualification scores for WRTC 2022 in the AF3 region 

 

Preliminary scores in AF3 
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Eventually, FR4QT turned out to be the only serious contender for WRTC 2022. PEARS 
member Barry, ZS2NF came in as second South African and third overall in AF3 despite 
being off the air for much of the qualification period. Theunis ZS2EC took part in six of the 
qualification contests and finished 11th of 58 participants in AF3. 
 
When comparing the activity in individual countries, South Africa is at position 63 of 190 
countries based on the number of participating stations. The region AF3 came in second 
from the bottom for the most active qualification area and only left AF2 (central Africa) 
behind. Leading the pack were four central and eastern European regions. 
 
What is next? 
 
Preparations are already underway with my Team Mate to discuss the setup and the 
equipment that we will need to prepare for the competition. Once back in Germany, we 
will try to operate together in a few events in order to test and improve equipment and 
teamwork. I am very much looking forward to the event which will hopefully mark the 
beginning of the post-Covid era and allow for social gatherings that make up a major part 
of the enjoyment of a WRTC. Find below a few impressions from WRTC 2018 in Germany 
(gallery at http://wrtc2018.de/). 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://wrtc2018.de/
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If you would like to find out more about WRTC, I recommend the excellent 1-hour video 
documentary about the WRTC 2014 in Boston, made by professional videographer James 
Brooks, 9V1YC at https://vimeo.com/119947598 . It is really worth watching even if you 
are not a contest buff. 
 
 

RS Data library, tnx to Les ZS2VA 
 
Excerpt below, full text at  
https://www.rs-online.com/designspark/a-trip-back-in-time-via-the-rs-data-library: 
 
A look back at a much loved engineer’s treasure trove of information from the pre-Web 
days. 
 
We now take the Internet for 
granted and access problems which 
at times of pressure can be a cause 
of acute anxiety. But how did 
engineers get access to detailed 
technical information in the pre-Web 
days? Printed data books were one 
solution and together with these, 
application notes. However, while 
you might typically have a selection 
of these for commonly used 
components and device families, 
there would plenty of things that you didn’t have data for. In addition to which was the 
matter of discovery and knowing that there was something available for a particular job. 
 
As a trainee engineer, part of my induction involved being handed a copy of the RS Data 
Library, together with the RS catalogue — altogether a formidable stack of pages — and 
asked to think of a few circuits that I’d like to build. What luxury! 
 
 

ZS CW interest group growing 
 
If you are an active CW operator or intend to become one, you may want to join the 
Facebook group “ZS-CW”. There also is a very active WhatsApp group discussing aspects of 
operating CW, current propagation and sharing technical tips and tricks. Contact Michael, 
ZS6MSW at zs6msw [at] gmail.com or 083 337 6609. Michael is also looking for CW 
Coordinators for the ZS2 and ZS4 callsign areas. 
  

https://vimeo.com/119947598
https://www.rs-online.com/designspark/a-trip-back-in-time-via-the-rs-data-library
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Working 100 countries in 30 days with a minimal setup,  
by Uli ZR2A  

 
After the end of the WRTC qualification period, I wanted to see what I could hear at our 
home in Summerstrand where I had never operated from. The rules in the townhouse 
complex do not allow for visible antennas and due to the temporary nature of our stay, I 
had no intention to erect a larger antenna structure anyway. Also, the local noise level 
turned out to be very significant on most bands. 
 
I had purchased an Icom IC-7300 in South Africa in late 2019 to use on my Namibia trips 
but with the pandemic canceling my travel plans from March onward, the radio had been 
sitting in the box for most of 2020. The IC-7300 is one of the new generation radios that 
allow for very simple setup with a computer. Running digital modes requires just a USB 
cable as sole connection between radio and PC. 
 

 
 
One November afternoon, I threw a 17m long piece of wire into the only tree on our 
property and got it up 4 to 5m at the apex. My trusty MFJ-949E antenna tuner provided 
for quick (and dirty) matching of that end-fed wire. I chose to move to the ‘dark side’ and 
use FT8 as the mode of operation because of the heavy local noise on many bands and 
FT8’s efficiency under marginal propagation and operating conditions. The operator's skill 
is certainly of lesser importance than in modes like CW and SSB because the computer is 
listening instead of the operator, so I consider the contacts just 'contacts' and not real 
'QSOs' 
 
When everything was connected, I could quickly see signals from other continents on my 
screen which then prompted the thought that I might want to see whether I would be able 
to get through to some of those DX stations. 
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Today, FT8 is the most used mode by far and over the course of two days, I would see calls 
from almost 100 different DXCC entities. However, getting through to them with such a 
minimal setup is a different story… 
 
With no proper grounding of the station, the PC acted up when I went on transmit, even 
with a few watts. Winding the USB cable around ferrite cores alleviated the RFI issues to a 
level that I could run 20 to 30W without problem. It took a few YouTube videos to set up 
radio and software and then I could get on the air - would anybody hear me? 
 
My first contact was KF2C in New York on 20m in the evening of November 9. He was 
followed by K7VIC in Montana and three more North American stations that night, 
including one from the US Virgin Islands in the Caribbean.  
 
In the next several days, my activity increased and two days later, I had worked all 
continents, including Antarctica. The amazing website https://pskreporter.info/ 
showed me where my signals were being received and decoded, which helped to decide 
on which band to operate. During slow times, I let my station run on the side, having it call 
CQ and occasionally checking whether someone had answered my calls. It felt a bit like 
fishing - I (my computer, rather) worked several dozen countries during the first weeks 
without specifically looking for 'new ones'.  
 

 
30 Watts and a wire – stations hearing my signals on Dec 19, 2020 on pskreporter.info 

 

https://pskreporter.info/
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The random wire antenna worked from 40 to 10m. The bands were in relatively good 
shape as the first sunspots of the new solar cycle had appeared which finally allowed for 
contacts on 12 and even 10m. Making DX QSOs on 40m with that low antenna was quite 
difficult but from 30 to 10m the wire worked surprisingly well. 
 
I was always looking for the band with the loudest signals, mostly calling CQ. After two 
weeks, several hundred contacts had made it into my log and I started to count how many 
different countries I had worked already. To my surprise, that number was beyond 60. 
Now, the idea was planted whether I could work 100 countries with 30 Watts and a wire 
from a remote place like ZS.  
 
With an increasing focus on calling stations from countries that I had not worked on digital 
modes before, I managed to contact 9V1YC in Singapore for my 100th country on the 
evening of December 08, 30 days after my first transmission on FT8 from South Africa. 
Another 17 more countries were worked before we left PE for a vacation on December 20. 
Additional 20+ DXCCs had been decoded throughout this period but could not be reached.  
 
Unfortunately, there are still many HF operators who are not using Logbook of the World 
(LotW), so it took until December 29 before I received the 100th confirmation on LotW. As 
of today, 105 of the 117 countries worked have been confirmed on LotW, another three 
on eQSL, four more on Clublog, one on QRZ.com and one on his own online log.  
 
In 39 days of operation in 2020, I made 1409 contacts on FT8 and worked 30 of the 40 
WAZ zones. The continent distribution was: 
 
Europe:      50,4%  Africa: 6,5% 
North America:  27,5%   Asia:  4,6% 
South America:    8,0%  Oceania: 2,7% 
 
The presence of a few sunspots helped to make contacts on the higher bands with 38% of 
them on 15m and 18% on 12m. Even a few 10m contacts to Europe, North America, Asia 
and Africa were logged. The rarest entities worked were 7Q7RU in Malawi and JD1BMH on 
Ogasawara Island. And still, several not-so-rare entities escaped me so far, such as A9, ER, 
HL, KP2, TK, UN, VR2 and YV. 
 
I found this experiment very interesting. Despite its limitations to have a real QSO, FT8 
showcased its capability as a mode for making contacts on HF with a minimal setup and 
with strong local QRM where it would be very difficult to make QSOs in other modes, 
especially on SSB. I was also surprised to find a number of well-known stations active on 
FT8, such as big-time contesters K1DG, K1AR and K5ZD.  
 
WSJT-X in the most recent version worked well and https://pskreporter.info turned out to 
be a very useful tool showing almost instantly where my signal was being picked up with 
its thousands of users online.  

https://pskreporter.info/
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Theunis ZS2EC winning contest awards 
 
Theunis recently received these two awards for contest achievements – congrats! 
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A visit to ZS2NF, by Uli ZR2A 
 
On our road trip to the Western Cape over the Christmas period, I had made it a point to 
stop by ZS2NF’s place in Uniondale and to meet Barry and see his station. We stopped by 
on December 20th and had a nice, socially distanced chat at his QTH in Uniondale. 
 
Barry was exposed to the radio bug at a young age. His dad had been working in the radio 
world (but never held an amateur radio license) and Barry had access to shortwave 
receivers. As a boy he listened to US troops in Vietnam doing phone patch on HF and that 
is where his fascination with radio started. He passed his license exam at the age of 16 in 
1969 in Cape Town. Later as a Physics student, he spent a year on the South African 
Antarctic research base. His then-
girlfriend and today’s wife Colleen 
who was a fellow University of 
Natal student would walk across 
the huge campus twice a week to 
the building with the university’s 
amateur radio station in order to 
talk to Barry in Antarctica. 
 
Later, Barry lived in the CT area 
again and when he moved to 
Uniondale more than 20 years 
ago, his callsign was changed from 
ZS1NF to ZS2NF even though 
Uniondale is still located in the 
Western Cape. But the Post 
Office’s districts differed slightly 
from the provincial borders and 
Uniondale amateur radio licenses 
were handled by Port Elizabeth 
who as a consequence changed 
Barry’s call. 
  
Barry’s station consists of an ICOM IC-736 as well as a newly acquired Yaesu FT-1000 Mk V. 
His 80m inverted-L fell victim to a storm but an extended double zepp keeps him on the air 
on 80m. He has a double Moxon side by side and fed in phase on USA short path for 40m 
and monoband yagis for 20m (4ele), 15m (3ele) and 10m (5ele) on two separate 23m tall 
guyed poles. 
 

His contest achievements in 2019 were covered in May 2020 QSX and as I already 
mentioned in the article about WRTC 2022, he came in as second South African station in 
the two-year WRTC qualification run consisting of 24 major DX contests. 
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CONGRATULATIONS 

BIRTHDAYS – January 

08  Juan XYL of Hugo ZS2HR Ras  
10  Tony ZR2TX Allen  
15  Ashley ZS2AG Goosen  
17  Albie ZS2AZ Gibson 
23  Paul ZS2PS Schoemann  
24  Suzette XYL of Bernie ZR2BC Greyling 
26  Ulrich ZR2A Ann  
 

  ANNIVERSARIES – January 

03  Allan ZS2R and Brenda Whitehead  
13  Quintus ZS2KU and Dubennette 
       Moolman  
17  Jimmy ZS2JIM and Barbara De Scande 
22  Andre ZS2BK and Renette van  
       Deventer  
24  Shaun ZS2L and Adele Baumeister  
 

BIRTHDAYS – February 

02  Paul ZS2PG Galpin  
02  Ginny ZS2GIN XYL of Pat ZS2PJP  
       Pullinger  
04  Shawn ZS2SG Gilbert  
04  Ivan ZS2ILN Newman  
06  Neels OM of Patsy ZS2PTY Kruger  
07  Chantal XYL of Yacov ZS2YCL Loock  
07  Joan ZR2ABA XYL of Allan ZS2BO  
       Bowles  
12  Jackie XYL of Rory ZS2BL Norton  
14  Arno ZS2ABT du Preez  
17  Jeffrey ZR2JEF Ferreira 
18  Peter ZS2PF Flynn  
19  Gary ZS2GRL Laaks  
21  Mathew ZU2MAT Allen 
25  Kevern ZR2BK Burger 

 
  

BIRTHDAYS – February (cont’d) 

25  Jacqui XYL of Matthew ZS2SA Saayman  
26  Henry ZS2HD Danielson  
26  Jacques ZR2JH van der Heide  
28  Basie ZR2BA Du Plessis  
29  Wolf ZS2WG Gerstle  
 

ANNIVERSARIES –  February 

01  Nico ZS4N and Lizette Oelofse  
15  Christopher ZS2AAW and Vanessa ZS2VS 
       Scarr  
22  Matthew ZS2SA and Jacqui Saayman  
23  Colin ZR2CRS and Cheryl Schroder 
 

BIRTHDAYS – March 

01  Rudi ZR2RCG Goosens 
01  Wendy XYL of Shawn ZS2SG Gilbert 
03  Daphne XYL of Paul ZS2PG Galpin 
08  Errol ZS2EK Kleinhans  
08  Magrieta XYL of Martin ZS2MR Ras 
10  Michael ZS2MG Gooden 
21  Andrew ZS2G Gray 
22  Dubennette XYL of Quintus ZS2KU 
       Moolman 
25  Petra XYL of Paul ZS2PS Schoeman 
26  Mark ZS2DW Duppa-Whyte 
29  Allan ZS2R Whitehead 
 

ANNIVERSARIES – March 

03  Tim ZS2X and Teresa Joubert 
15  Arno ZS2ABT and Cheryl du Preez 
18  Andrew ZS2PA and Roslyn Prideaux 
22  Rudi ZR2RCG and Ellie Goosens 
29  Shawn ZS2SG and Wendy Gilbert 

 
  

If you are a member and your birthday or anniversary details are omitted or incorrect, 
please notify any committee member to update our records 
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HAM RADIO OUTLET-SOUTH AFRICA cc 
“Where Radio is a Passion” 

 

Port Elizabeth’s official distributer of YAESU,Kenwood and 
ICOM amateur equipment 

 

   
For all your Amateur needs from plugs to coax... 

Give us a call 041 3711425. Speak to Donovan (ZS2DL) 
 

We Ship Country Wide! 
 

Visit http://www.hamradio.co.za 
 

For all your ham radio requirements!  

Sunday SARL and 
Monday Club Bulletins 

 

PEARS provides a local reading of the SARL 
national bulletins on Sundays in Afrikaans 
at 08h15 and English at 08h30.   
 
The PEARS club bulletins are transmitted 
Mondays at 20h00. 
 
All transmissions are on Lady’s Slipper’s 
2m repeater on 145,700 MHz as well as on 
70cm / 438.700 MHz.  
 
Please consult the PEARS webpage for any 
changes. 

Bulletin Roster 
http://www.zs2pe.co.za/bulletins.htm 

4 January Beavan ZS2RL 

11 January Gert ZS2GS 

18 January Tony ZR2TX 

25 January Chris ZS2AAW 

1 February Mike ZS2MIC 

8 February Glen ZS2GV 

15 February Jimmy ZS2JIM 

22 February Beavan ZS2RL 

1 March Gert ZS2GS 

8 March Tony ZR2TX 

15 March Chris ZS2AAW 

22 March Mike ZS2MIC 

29 March Glen ZS2GV 
The bulletin readers are 

always looking for something 
to announce. If you have 
something to contribute, 

please forward it to the next 
reader. 

about:blank
about:blank
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Your Society’s Committee for 2019-2020 
Chairman Gert Schoeman ZS2GS 082 721 4010 gert1schoeman[at]gmail.com 
Vice Chairman, Events & 
Rally organising 

Tony Allen ZR2TX 082 956 2920 tony.zr2tx[at]gmail.com 

Secretary, Repeaters, Wifi Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 082 925 6367 christopher[at]peham.co.za 
Treasurer Michael Steenkamp ZS2MIC 082 523 5677 zs2mic[at]igen.co.za 
Technical/repeaters/SAR & 
Emergency comms 

Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082 411 2743 glenvanessa[at]gmail.com 

Socials, Scouts Interface, 
Container 

Jimmy De Scande ZS2JIM 083 650 9422 Jimmy.descande[at]gmail.com 

QSX Editor Ulrich Ann ZR2A 079 959 1684 dl2hbx[at]gmx.de 

CO-OPTED POSTS 
RAE Examination Admin.& 
Classes, HF assessor 

Donovan van Loggerenberg 
ZS2DL 

082 852 4885 zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za 

Contest Liaison Officer Theunis Potgieter ZS2EC 064 901 8079 Zs2ec01[at]gmail.com 
Contest Scoring Dave Higgs 082 387 5657 om[at]zs2dh.co.za 

Replace [at] with @ when you want to send an email (this is done to try to prevent spamming). 

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services 

Local Repeaters: These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area. 

Town VHF 
145.050/650 

88.5Hz, Narrow 12.5k 

Longmore 
145.025/625 

88.5Hz, Narrow 12.5k 

Uitenhage 
145.075/675 

Wide 25k 

Town UHF 
431.050/438.650 

Wide 25k 

<-----     IRLP available 
on this subnet 

Cockscomb 
431.000/438,600 

Add 88.5Hz for squ tail 

Viewlands 
431.075/438.675 

Add 88.5Hz for squ tail 

<-----  These form 
linking hubs for 

events, hence no tail 

DMR 
430.675/438.275 

QTH: ZS2VA 

D-Star 
145.175/775 
QTH: ZS2N 

Cape Linked System Repeaters: 
These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and WCRWG 

systems. See www.zs2pe.co.za/Repeaters/repeaters.htm for more details. 
Lady's Slipper 
145,100/700 

88.5Hz, Narrow 12.5k 

Grahamstown 
145,150/750 

Wide 25k 

Cradock 
145,050/650 

Wide 25k 

Noupoort (link only) 
438,750 / 438,675 

Wide 25k 

Colesberg 
431,075/438,675 

Wide 25k 

Kareedouw 
145,125/725 

Plett 
145,175/775 

Brenton 
145,075/675 

APRS/Packet network: 
ZS0NTP Node 
Lady’s Slipper 

434,800 1200bd 
439.850 9600 bd 

ZS0KDK APRS Digi 
Mount Road 

434,800 1200bd 

ZS0KDB APRS Digi 
Longmore 

434,800 1200bd 

 

VHF Beacon: 50,007 MHz FSK – ZS2X, 25 Watts into 2 element Yagi beaming north. 

Banking details (for subs & donations): NEDBANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT No. 221 252 7594, Bank code 121217, A/C name: Port 
Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society. Please use call signs as a reference. 

 

Disclaimer. 
Note: The Editor, nor any PEARS club member, shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article 
and/or drawing contained in this newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the 
Editor, any committee member or other members of the Club. The material contained in this newsletter is not 
meant to defame, purge, humiliate and/or hurt someone's person or feelings. 
If copyright is unintentionally infringed, we apologize.This newsletter is published as a free service to Amateur 
Radio operators and friends and is neither for profit nor gain. 
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IF NOT DELIVERED 
RETURN TO 

 
Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society 

PO Box 10402 
LINTON GRANGE 

6015 

 
AMATEUR RADIO is the hobby for RADIO EXPERIMENTERS 

and those who like to fiddle with ELECTRONICS, 
COMMUNICATIONS or COMPUTERS 


